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■■[POTUS] UPDATE ■■■■■■■

Hold the line for 30 days.

Several new entries below.

Donald Trump appears to be continuing to use military aircraft suggesting he is

still de facto Commander in Chief.

Clarity emerges in two weeks.

Patriots are urged to stay off the streets and away from State Capitols — False Flag events intended to discredit patriots are

known to be planned. NON-VIOLENCE is VITAL. Obey the law, allow events to play out.

Monkey Werx BitChute pending, we refuse to post YouTubes.

Monkey Werx tracks where he thinks Trump is and why he thinks it. Trump still keeping military travel, wouldn’t if he weren’t

still president.

4:37 “temporary air restriction is lifted” meaning “Trump is on this aircraft. From FLA up to DC, parks for an hour, back to

Charleston. Time on ground, 56 min, 6 seconds = 5+6+6 = 17.

At 8:30 PM last night, “Pentagon requested another 26,000 troops to come into DC.” Some have left, number not defined.

Sean: I don’t think it’s large because yesterday Monkey Werx said he wasn’t seeing ships that would take NG back to their

home state.

9:20 Charleston Naval base has been converted into multi-use Federal complex. MW speculates without foundation that

Trump is off continental US.

I personally know it is going to happen on nobody elses watch but TRUMP'S - He holds all the cards.
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When you wake up this morning take a big deep breathe of of liberty. Just so you know it is a lock with TRUMP - GOD has

annointed him. What nobody really know about [POTUS] is that he studdied at MIT for 7 years and was never registered on

the student roster.

Trump speaks multipel languages did you know? It is also rumored hes a quantom physicist. I don't doubt it for a second

because if you do study the man you will come across photos of books in his offices in shelves and on tables and all you

have to do is connect the dots.

He is a genius.

[SYSTEMS SET TO COMMENCE RESTARTING] [DECLAS] [DROP] BEFORE 9 - You know the DRILL. Enjoy the channel

docuemnts. THE BEST IS YET TO COME

(Sorry for the typos, I’m typing extremely fast. Lots of intel to drop here for y’all.)

I love you all. Y’all are my family.

- Frogman5326 ■■■■
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